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Bluff City: The Secret Life of Photographer Ernest WithersW W Norton, 2019

	
		The little-known story of an iconic photographer, whose work captured?and influenced?a critical moment in American history.

	
		Who was Ernest Withers? Most Americans may not know the name, but they do know his photographs. Withers took some of the most legendary images of the 1950s and ’60s: Martin...
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BiometricsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Several years ago, several biometric industry analysts, an author of this book included, regularly appeared at annual conferences to speak on the future of biometrics and proclaimed:

“1997 is the Year of Biometrics.”

The following year, the pronouncement became:

“1998 is the Year of...
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Circuit Analysis DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Here's the sure cure for CIRCUIT PARALYSIS!
Need to learn circuit analysis but experiencing some resistance in your brain waves?  No stress! Circuit Analysis Demystified will give you the jolt you need to understand this complex subject--without getting your circuits crossed. 

In the first part of the...
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Interpolation and Realization Theory with Applications to Control Theory: In Honor of Joe Ball (Operator Theory: Advances and Applications, 272)Birkhauser, 2019

	
		
			This volume is devoted to Joseph A. (Joe) Ball’s contributions to operator theory and its applications and in celebration of his seventieth birthday.

		
			Joe Ball’s career spans over four and a half decades, starting with his work on model theory and related topics for non-contractions and operators...
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Seduction: A History From the Enlightenment to the PresentPegasus Books, 2020

	
		A brilliantly original history that explores the shifting cultural mores of courtship, told through the lives of remarkable women and men throughout history.

	If sex has generally been a private matter, seduction has always been of intense public interest. Whether the stuff of front-page tabloid news, the...
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Philip Roth: The BiographyW W Norton, 2021

	
		New York Times Bestseller

		

		The renowned biographer’s definitive portrait of a literary titan.

	
		Appointed by Philip Roth and granted independence and complete access, Blake Bailey spent years poring over Roth’s personal archive, interviewing his friends, lovers, and...
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Arguing with Zombies: Economics, Politics, and the Fight for a Better FutureW W Norton, 2020

	
		An accessible, compelling introduction to today’s major policy issues from the New York Times columnist, best-selling author, and Nobel prize–winning economist Paul Krugman.

	
		There is no better guide than Paul Krugman to basic economics, the ideas that animate much of our public...
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How to Succeed in the Enterprise Software MarketCybertech Publishing, 2005
"A must read for those who deliver software solutions, as well as their customers." -- David P. Norton, co-author of The Balanced Scorecard

"Le Clair provides that 'interdependent view' required for success. An excellent set of tools for the consultant or business analyst." -- James Watson, CEO, Doculabs,...
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Investigating Internet Crimes: An Introduction to Solving Crimes in CyberspaceSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Written by experts on the frontlines, Investigating Internet Crimes provides seasoned and new investigators with the background and tools they need to investigate crime occurring in the online world. This invaluable guide provides step-by-step instructions for investigating Internet crimes, including locating, interpreting,...
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The Business and Practice of Coaching: Finding Your Niche, Making Money, & Attracting Ideal ClientsW W Norton, 2005

	Building a thriving coaching business is a challenge.


	An estimated 30,000 coaches have entered the coaching profession during the past five years. Unfortunately, the majority report they are unable to earn a living wage from their coaching services. Competition is high, and the knowledge of how to succeed in the...
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Economics, Fourth EditionW W Norton, 2005

	For the Fourth Edition of this innovative text, 2001 Nobel Laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz again joins forces with one of the world's top monetary economists, Carl E. Walsh, who brings both macroeconomic expertise and teaching savvy to the project. Together, Stiglitz and Walsh thoroughly integrate contemporary economics into the traditional...
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Conscience: The Origins of Moral IntuitionW W Norton, 2019

	
		How do we determine right from wrong? Conscience illuminates the answer through science and philosophy.

	
		In her brilliant work Touching a Nerve, Patricia S. Churchland, the distinguished founder of neurophilosophy, drew from scientific research on the brain to understand its...
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